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Abstract
Smoking is a significant risk factor for initiation and
progression of oral diseases. A patient’s current smoking
status and tobacco dependency can aid clinical decision 
making and treatment planning. The free-text nature of this 
data limits accessibility causing obstacles during the time of 
care and research utility. No studies exist on extracting
patient’s smoking status automatically from the Electronic
Dental Record. This study reports the development and
evaluation of an NLP system for this purpose.
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Introduction
Smoking is a significant risk factor for initiation and
progression of oral diseases such as periodontal disease,
dental caries, and oral cancers. Therefore, it is crucial for dental
clinicians to be aware of patient’s current smoking status and
tobacco dependency [1]. This can help clinicians to make
decisions and to take preventive measures as well as for
treatment planning. In addition, this information can be used
for conducting large scale research studies such as studies
related to the association and correlation of smoking and oral
diseases. However, due to free-text nature of the data, the
access to this information can cause obstacles during the
time of care and can be limiting for research purposes [2].
Historically, manual review is required in order to use this
information. However, manual chart review can be labor
intensive, expensive, and time-consuming. Natural language
processing (NLP) can automatically extract patients’ smoking
status from these histories to reduce human effort. Currently,
no study exists on extracting patients’ smoking status
automatically from Electronic Dental Record (EDR) data.
This study reports on developing and evaluating an NLP
system to identify patient’s smoking status from free text data
in EDR.
Methods
This study was approved by the Indiana University
Institutional Review Board (Study #:1611054551) and
conducted at the Indiana University School of Dentistry
(IUSD). We extracted de-identified clinical notes of patients
who underwent oral examination at IUSD between December
31, 2011-January 1, 2012 from the EDR. Next, two clinicians
trained in informatics manually reviewed and annotated 555
sentences describing patients’ smoking status as a smoker,
non-smoker, or past smoker. We performed Cohen’s kappa
statistical test to find the inter-annotation agreement (IAA)
between the two annotators and anydisagreement was resolved
through discussion and consensus. We considered this dataset
our gold standard and we divided this dataset into training (389)
and testing (166) sets. We used the training dataset to develop
our NLP algorithm. We   evaluated the performance
of NLP algorithm by testing its accuracy, precision, and recall
on the test set.
Results
We observed an IAA of 92%. Our system achieved high
precision (98%), recall (98%), and f measure (99%) in
differentiating smokers and non-smokers. We observed 80%
precision, recall, and accuracy when classifying patients into
past smokers. The reason behind the moderate performance
could be due to variations in documentations concerning past
smoking status of patients in the EDR.
Conclusion
Our NLP system performed excellent in classifying patients’
smoking status into smoker and non-smoker and had moderate
performance in classifying past smokers. In the future, we will 
annotate more smoking histories and increase the size of our 
training set. In addition, we will capture more variations in 
documenting past smokers. We will run this algorithm on 
bigger dataset and use this information for research purposes.
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